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Statistical analysis of religious affiliation throughout Southern Africa seems to 
indicate that African traditional religion is on the decline. Compared to church institu-
tions with their wide-reaching influence and financially bolstered manipulative powers in 
modem society, the scattered family or clan rituals in rural areas apparently signal spent 
force. Other than communing with the ancestors for mystical cult shrines in the Matopo 
Hills with requests for rain, as is the case in Zimbabwe, there appears to be no centraliz-
ing institution in Shona traditional religion that unites initiates beyond extended family or 
lineage ties and channels their religious fervor into social upliftment, educational, 
medical, or so-called development endeavors. The casual observer with a Western bias 
towards so-called civilization and socioeconomic progress or the church leader who 
assumes a certain correlation between God's kingdom and numerical denominational 
boundaries, could easily misconstrue survey statistics on religious affiliation. A random 
sample survey I conducted during the 1960s in the rural areas of the Masvingo Province, 
Zimbabwe, for instance, showed some 80 percent of the population to be Christians 
(roughly divided in half between Western-oriented mission churches and African inde-
pendent churches) and less than 20 percent who claimed active participation in traditional 
religion (Daneel 1971, Chs. 1-2). In terms of numerical strength and control of ritual life, 
it seems that Christianity holds sway. Similar statistical scenarios prevail in large parts of 
Southern Africa. 
What such figures do not reflect is the deceptive resilience and strength of tradi-
tional religion throughout African society. The vast majority of African Christians in all 
the denominations we interviewed in the 1960s admitted that they still considered their 
ancestors to have the mystical powers to either protect them or expose them to destructive 
spirit forces. And even though it was fashionable in Christian circles to disclaim any form 
of participation in traditional rituals, it was evident that direct or indirect Christian 
involvement via non-Christian relatives was still a common feature of religious interac-
tion. Consequently I have come to the conclusion that irrespective of professed religious 
affiliation, Africans on the whole still commune and live with their ancestors. 
In the rural areas of central and southeastern Zimbabwe, there are numerous 
devout Christians who are the name-bearers of deceased family heads and as such the 
representative ritual officiants for extended family units. It is their duty to arrange ances-
tral rituals in the event of family crises, illness, or whenever the family ancestors request 
such. Dual religious responsibilities therefore lead to multiple patterns of participation in 
both Christian and traditional ceremonies often without the kind of tensions or conflicts 
in individual lives that the exclusive traits in Christianity would tend to prescribe. When 
ill many Christians visit both nganga (traditional healers) and clinics or hospitals. The 
therapy prescribed by nganga invariably includes propitiation of ancestral spirits. Such 
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prescriptions are based on and serve to perpetuate holistic world views and local 
cosmologies in which the divine, deceased and living humans, and all of creation inter-
relate in a nondualistic totality. Add to this the fact that many Christian peasant families 
next to their traditionalist counterparts continue to provide their headmen with finger 
millet for brewing beer in preparation of the regional mukwerere (ancestral rain rituals), 
or contribute gifts to the cult messengers who visit the distant Matonjeni shrines with 
supplications to the traditional high god for rain-and it appears that categoric statements 
about a fading or dated religion are meaningless. 
Moreover, the history of Zimbabwe illustrates that during periods of national 
crisis, traditional religion as a medium for a universal appeal to the nation's founding 
ancestors-Charninuka, Kaguwi, and Nehanda-and as a legitimating rallying point for 
resistance against colonial rule has had more impact as a uniting and mobilizing force 
than virtually any other agency in the country. During the 1896 rebellions it was the 
Shona high-god cult and senior spirit mediums who gave a unifying focus to geographi-
cally and tribally scattered attempts to drive out the colonial invaders (Ranger 1966, 
1967; Daneel 1970:29-35). Subsequent to the repression of the rebellions it was once 
again the high-god cult that unobtrusively yet persistently for several decades cultivated 
the mood of resistance to foreign intrusion through tribal political agitation and insisted 
on the preservation of African religio-cultural identity throughout its sphere of influence 
in the western, central, and southeastern regions of Zimbabwe (Daneel 1995a). During 
the 1965-1980 liberation struggle the rural communities only rallied behind the guerrilla 
fighters en masse once the senior spirit mediums became active in what turned out to be a 
veritable renaissance of traditional religion (Lan 1985). The fighters themselves seldom 
operated in the front without consulting the dare rechimurenga (ancestral war council), 
and the "cleansing" of society from collaborators with the colonial power during pungwe 
night-vigils was based largely on ancestral guidance (Daneel 1995:27-28). 
Against this background I hypothesize that Shona traditional religion is not a 
waning or a spent force. Instead, it reveals a remarkable ability to revitalize its basic 
cohesive tenets and cosmology in African society and to remain a motivating and mobi-
lizing force even within the Christian church or in a situation of national upheaval. In this 
paper I shall attempt to illustrate the validity of this hypothesis through a brief descriptive 
account and assessment of the environmental endeavors of Shona traditional authorities, 
mainly in the field of afforestation, in Zimbabwe's Masvingo Province during the past 
seven years. 
The religio-ecological roles of chiefs and spirit mediums will be focal. The former 
derive their political and religious authority from the guardian ancestors of the land 
(varidizi venyika) by descent and the latter through direct identification in a particular 
chieftaincy as the official mouthpiece-through regular spells of possession-of one of 
the founding ancestors in that region. Because of this mystical legitimation, the chief and 
senior spirit medium of a chieftaincy exercise their power in close cooperation; the chief 
as ruling and judicial authority via the chief's court (dare), and the medium as mouth-
piece for direct revelations from a recognized founding ancestor. This link of both chief 
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and medium with the land's guardian ancestors symbolizes the essentials of an holistic 
African worldview, the implications of which are that both chief and medium-next to 
the nganga healer-are key religious figures in society and that their ritual functions 
relate specifically to the environment. This is so because the maintenance of equilibrium 
between a healthy environment and the well-being of the humans living there is consid-
ered to be the guardian ancestors' prime concern. 
Colonial rule of course tended to curtail or drove underground the influence of 
these religio-political figureheads. After independence the chiefs were stripped even 
more radically of their former judicial and land allocation powers by President Mugabe's 
central government. However, the tenacity of traditional religion and the patterns of 
societal control it originally afforded are convincingly evident in the ability demonstrated 
by the Association of Zimbabwean Traditional Ecologists ( or AZTREC) through its 
traditional custodians of the land to mobilize rural communities on a massive scale in 
communal programs of environmental reform. I shall argue that traditional religion is not 
only an active force or agency of change, but in the earthkeeping process is itself also 
subject to and capable of reinterpretive change. Mention will also be made of new and 
innovative patterns of interfaith dialogue that emerge in the cooperation between Shona 
traditionalists and Christians in the green struggle. 
The Founding of AZTREC 
AZTREC was born from a period of intensive field research in the rnid-1980s. In an 
attempt to determine the role of religion in the liberation struggle ( chimurenga) prior to 
independence, I was in touch with ex-combatants, chiefs, mediums, and African inde-
pendent church leaders. Endless discussions about the military struggle to recapture the 
lost lands from colonial control and usurpation led to consideration of land and environ-
mental issues. Successive ravaging droughts were attributed by the traditional elders to 
the dissatisfaction and retributive action of the guardian ancestors. According to senior 
spirit mediums who had played key roles during chimurenga, the main complaint of the 
ancestors was the negligence of ZAND politicians who did not give adequate public 
recognition to their guidance and protection during the struggle. The rain, it was 
suggested, would come in abundance once President Mugabe and senior cabinet ministers 
had traveled to Great Zimbabwe and the Mwari shrines in the Matopo Hills to officially 
"show" the ancestors the land they had recaptured while fighting under the directions of 
the ancestral war council (dare rechimurenga). In addition, the varidzi venyika were 
apparently dissatisfied with rampant deforestation, the neglect of customary tree and 
wildlife conservationist laws, and with the government's land distribution program. 
Implicit in such criticism was the frustration of chiefs and mediums at having their tribal 
political and by implication their religious influence curtailed. In a sense they believed 
the ancestors to be retaliating on their behalf through droughts and environmental devas-
tation. 
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It was in this context that both traditionalists and independent church leaders were 
eager to form a national ecological association. In peasant society there was a growing 
awareness of the paradox: the lost lands, having been recaptured politically, were still 
being lost ecologically at an accelerating and alarming rate. As most of our original 
research discussions had revolved around chimurenga and the lost lands, the resolve grew 
that the new movement should take shape as an extension of the pre-independence 
liberation struggle, shifted in this instance into the field of ecology. Thus in the drafting 
of constitutions and the mobilization of a green force, the "War of the Trees" was 
declared as the first phase of a struggle aimed at the liberation of creation and based on 
the same religious tenets and holistic African worldview as the earlier struggle for politi-
cal independence. 
In this development the facilitating and financially empowering agency was the 
Zimbabwean Institute of Religious Research and Ecological Conservation (or 
ZIRRCON), the institutionalized and extended version of my research team. This body 
took responsibility for the founding and development of two sister organizations, one for 
traditionalists and the other for African independent church members. The former started 
in 1988 as the Association of Zimbabwean Spirit Mediums, before it was renamed 
AZTREC. Currently it represents a powerful green force comprising the majority of 
traditional elders ( chiefs, headmen, and spirit mediums) as well as quite a number as 
former guerrilla fighters, mainly from Masvingo Province. The Association of African 
Earthkeeping Churches (AAEC) was founded a couple of years later and today comprises 
some 130 member churches, mainly prophetic African independent churches, with an 
overall membership of an estimated 2 million adherents throughout Zimbabwe. Each of 
these two movements, which together (in ZIRRCON) represent the largest nongovem-
ment environmental body at the rural grassroots in Zimbabwe today, has its own govern-
ing executive and religious identity, traditional and Christian. Their headquarters, an 
integral part of ZIRRCON' s, are situated in Masvingo town. 
The first president of AZTREC was Comrade (or Cde) Haurovi Chinovuriri who, 
during chimurenga, acted as senior liaison officer between the spirit mediums and 
ZANLA high command in the Chimoio battle camp in Mozambique. He conveyed such 
ancestral messages to the guerrilla commanders as were considered significant for assault 
strategies in the war front. His vice-president was Cde MuDende, former guerrilla fighter 
and spirit medium in the Gutu District. Subsequently two influential Duma spirit 
mediums of chimurenga repute, Cdes Pfupajena and vaZarira, filled these top positions. 
Former guerrilla commanders hold key positions on the executive from time to time. In 
recent years a number of chiefs have become prominent, Chief Murinye from Masvingo 
South being patron of the movement. This stalwart protagonist of the cause has been 
nicknamed "Muuyu" (baobab tree) by AZTREC members, in recognition of his solid and 
reliable contribution. 
From the composition of the AZTREC executive it can be seen that key figures of 
the political liberation struggle have in fact regrouped, this time in the ecological field. 
Sound interaction between chiefs and mediums at executive and annual conferences 
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moreover illustrates a continuation of their traditionally defined and interrelated authority 
in religion-ecological affairs. To the mediums who were supposed to "go to rest" after 
chimurenga AZTREC was a new awakening and an emergence from relative obscurity. 
To ex-combatants it offered a means of job creation; for frustrated former fighters, many 
of whom had received little after fighting an uphill battle to regain their traditional land-
allocating and civil judicial powers in local government, this was an opportunity to 
demonstrate their influence and leadership publicly with a measure of innovative 
autonomy. Considering these motives it can be fairly stated that AZTREC affords its 
traditionalist members not only an opportunity to engage in meaningful earth-healing 
activities, but also to gain government and national recognition through environmental 
endeavors in rural society. 
Constitutionally AZTREC has three earthkeeping aims: afforestation, protection 
of water resources, and wildlife conservation. A brief survey of its efforts to attain these 
objectives gives some idea of the function of traditional beliefs, rituals, and leadership in 
meeting modem environmental demands. 
Earthkeeping at the Behest of Ancestors and High God 
Afforestation 
The War of the Trees has been focal in the activities of both AZTREC and the AAEC. 
Some two million trees have already been planted in more than 1,000 woodlots. Ten 
nurseries in various districts of Masvingo Province cultivate between 50,000 and 100,000 
seedlings each year. Further expansion of the ZIRRCON afforestation campaign should 
lead to the production of over one million trees per year. Tree planting is undertaken on a 
massive scale by mobilizing peasant communities to plant their own woodlots in the 
vicinity of stable water points. A variety of trees are planted: fruit trees for personal and 
commercial use; exotics, like blue gums, for building operations; indigenous trees for 
firewood and restoration of forests; lucaena for cattle fodder, and the slow-growing kiaat 
and red mahogany as a long-term investment for the benefit of coming generations. 
ZIRRCON and its sister organizations currently cultivate larger numbers of indigenous 
tree seedlings than any other institution in Zimbabwe. The Forestry Commission has 
expressed its surprise and appreciation at the ability of the movement to engage large 
numbers of rural people in the planting and nurturing of trees. 
There are several reasons why AZTREC' s afforestation drive has been successful. 
The tree symbolism that formed part of traditional ecology, for instance, is manifested in 
the nicknames given to key figures in AZTREC. This shows the movement's identifica-
tion with the healthy environment of the past, the state to which the land has to be 
restored. As "Muuyu" (baobab), our patron Chief Murinye represents the ageless, unwav-
ering spirit needed in this never-ending struggle. As "Muchakata" (wild cork tree), I 
represent the ancestral symbol of protection-in this instance, the financial protection of 
the fund-raiser. Spirit medium vaZarira, a former president, is known as 
"Marambatemwa" (the one who refuses to have trees felled) because of her insistence 
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that the custom of conserving holy groves should be strengthened or reintroduced. The 
regular use of these names resuscitates the old green laws in a modem setting. Probably 
the most important factor of all is the innovative use of indigenized religiocultural tree-
planting ceremonies that affirm the customary roles of chiefs and mediums, and assume 
the inspiration and tutelage of both regional ancestors and Shona creator-god, Mwari. 
Ritual Tree Planting 
Out in the rural areas all tree-planting ceremonies are ritual events, modeled largely on 
the traditional mukwerere rain rituals (Daneel 1971: 121-28). Like the mukwerere, 
AZTREC' s mafukidzanyika (lit. "earth-clothing") ceremonies focus on the barren 
environment and the need for rain-in this instance to enable newly planted seedlings to 
survive and grow. Accordingly they are held at the same point in the seasonal cycle, the 
rainy season. Preparations for the AZTREC earth-clothing ceremony are very similar to 
those for a mukwerere, with villagers providing finger millet for brewing beer. Elders 
related to the chief or headman in whose area the ceremony is held contribute one or 
more sacrificial beasts for the occasion. Thus the old custom of the entire community 
contributing to the ritual, thereby showing respect to the guardian ancestors, is upheld. 
Although the tribal dignitaries-the chief, medium, and headmen-control the 
improvised mafukidzanyika ceremonies, a broader spectrum of tribal authority is repre-
sented than in the orthodox mukwerere. Both ceremonies emphasize lineage unity 
(Daneel 1971: 127), that is, the involvement of the regional spirit hierarchy. But through 
the presence of the local chief, a contingent of headmen, and usually a number of visiting 
AZTREC chiefs from elsewhere in Masvingo Province, the actual ritual unit has a much 
wider spiritual representation than present-day rain rituals arranged by village or ward 
headmen. If one considers, in addition, that the participants in these rituals frequently 
include cabinet ministers, provincial officials, and representatives of the Departments of 
Forestry, Natural Resources, Education, Parks and Wildlife, and so on, then it is clear that 
the ritual ambit of the ceremony has been expanded from the regional tribal level to a 
provincial multitribal, if not national level. The more comprehensive ritual unit makes the 
participants aware of the interrelatedness and interaction of various spirit hierarchies in a 
common cause. Thus a kind of multitribal "ecumenism" is established, reminiscent of the 
chimurenga war council of the spirit world, in which regional concerns were transcended 
by provincial and national ones. 
But the more comprehensive spirit unity at no point obscures the role of the 
guardian ancestors of the region where the ceremony takes place. In the ritual addresses 
to the ancestors of the region preceding tree planting the apical regional ancestors are 
mentioned by name; and they are relied on to mediate between their living descendants 
and the traditional creator-god, as is the case in all mukwerere supplication. After all, 
after the ceremony the local guardian spirits for faithfully fulfilling their duties in the 
newly planted woodlot by watering the seedlings, protecting them against domestic 
animals and providing other forms of aftercare. The wider "ecumenical" perspective 
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therefore derives not so much from the ritual address of specific ancestors as from the 
creation of a new ritual context, which-through numerous conscientising speeches, 
feasting, dancing, and work in the new woodlot-integrate the local spirit order with that 
of the nation in pursuit of a liberated environment. 
Mystical Union: A Condition for Ecological Combat 
At the start of each mafukidzanyika ceremony there is a presentation of beer and snuff, 
together with a ritual address of the land's guardian ancestors. These addresses illustrate 
the nature of a ritual union between the living and the living dead, the closing of ranks in 
combat against environmental destruction. 
The following are excerpts from Spirit Medium vaZarira's ritual address during a 
tree-planting ceremony in 1988 in ChiefNegovano's territory in the Bikita district: 
Now that we come to address our ancestors, we do so in the knowledge 
that the ancestors are the land, the ancestors are the water, the ancestors 
are the porridge [sadza] we eat, and the ancestors are the clothes we wear. 
Without the ancestors we would be without water, without food, without 
clothes. Our entire well-being would be lost without them .... Thus today 
we want to place our own spirits with those of our ancestors, together with 
our [tree-planting] activities in the land. We cannot act on our own with-
out informing them. If we do so, we would be transgressing. Then all the 
trees we plant will die .... 
[To the ancestors] You venerable ones, go and tell Negovano. You 
Negovano, lift to your forefathers this action taken by the council of spirit 
mediums in your land. Let them inform Musikavanhu [lit. "creator of the 
people," traditional name for God] of the work of the children, the council 
of mediums .... We ask for dew. Make us dew ... that dew [rain] which 
came in the past with such abundance. We kneel for it in all earnestness .... 
See us, our forefathers, and let the good things of the past return .... You, 
our ancestors, have been returned to power. The reason for your return is 
the soil itself, because the entire country has become barren. So, 
Negovano, we request today that you will wipe out our footprints with 
rain .... Oh, great Zhame, place our request before Musikavanhu, you of the 
rocks of Mwari. 
On 2 December 1990, at an AZTREC tree-planting ceremony in Chief Nhema's 
area in Zaka district, a tribal elder, speaking on behalf of Chief Nhema, addressed the 
regional ancestors as follows: 
We have gathered here in your honor, our ancestor, father Nhema. Your 
children want to clothe the earth [mufukidzanyika], for it is naked .... We 
ask for rain because your children are being scorched by the heat of the 
sun. Give us the coolness of water. ... This land is barren because we have 
been chopping down all the trees. 
You, mhondoro, have no wilderness left in which to dwell. We want to 
restore the forests to cover the naked land. [Beer liberation and snuff 
offered at this point.] Pass our plea, oh Nhema and Pfupajena, to the 
unknown ancestors. You, our ancestors, also pass our plea to 
Musikawanhu so that the trees we plant will be watered sufficiently to 
survive. 
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In both these ritual addresses the reaffirmation of mystical union between the 
living and living dead feature as a premise of the ecological struggle. True to the Shona 
world view, major environmental endeavors cannot be attempted without the guidance 
and approval of the mystical forces regulating land issues. The ancestors are presented as 
the instigators of AZTREC' s afforestation drive. According to vaZarira, tree planting 
without their inspiration and guidance would be futile .. 
In the ritual context recognition of the powers of the guardian ancestors remains 
dominant throughout. VaZarira's portrayal of the midzimu as actually being the land, the 
food, the rain, and the clothes of the people poignantly underscores the indispensability 
of ancestral power for the achievement and maintenance of human well-being. No 
harmony or equilibrium between nature and humanity is conceivable without the ritually 
enacted union of all members of society-deceased, living, and unborn. The enactment 
of this union to persuade all mystical forces, ancestral and divine, to preserve and restore 
socio-ecological well-being represents an implicit rejection of exploitive individualism as 
offensive and destructive. This reflects the assumption in the ritual context of the perva-
sive presence of the ancestors .. 
Ancestral presence also provides an ethical dimension. It is to the guardian spirits, 
whose privilege it is to rest in the shade trees in the holy groves (marabatemwa), that 
public confessions of guilt about environmental destruction are made by the ritual 
officiants, acting on behalf of all participants. In a sense, therefore, the ancestors are the 
ecological conscience of their living descendants. They are the ones who provoke confes-
sions of guilt and instill resolve to remedy the situation, since they are the original custo-
dians of the land whose prerogatives are denied by wanton destruction of "their" forests. 
Their own well-being is threatened by the irreverence of their living descendants who no 
longer heed customary ecological laws or show ritual respect. A direct result of such 
neglect is the barrenness of those areas where the mhondoro used to dwell and the resul-
tant disappearance of these spirits-a withdrawal that leads to drought and agricultural 
decline. 
Ritual officiants are only too aware of this sorry state of affairs. Their ecological 
concern surfaces in laments and nostalgia for the past when there was abundance, when 
the holy rivers flowed, and wild life abounded in the forests. V aZarira fervently pleads 
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for the restoration of the past. But her nostalgia and pleas to the ancestors do not stagnate 
in passiveness or fatalism, as if a new order can only be ushered in by God and the spirit 
forces. On the contrary, her communion with the ancestors reflects determination to fight 
the War of the Trees and to involve all her fellow tribespeople and fellow Zimbabweans 
in the struggle. In other words, confessions to the ancestors about ecological guilt convert 
into resolve and remedial action. Significantly, too, the speeches of tribal dignitaries and 
the tree-planting activities that complement the mafukidzanyika addresses to the ancestors 
reflect the growing conviction of AZTREC participants that all is not lost, that an 
ancestrally instigated and directed "war" can still turn the tide of environmental degrada-
tion. 
Chiefs and Mediums in the Ritual Context 
Mafukidzanyika ceremonies are ritual events in which both the deceased and the 
living members of society assume responsibility for creation. Tree-planting is the 
business of the ancestors and their custodial function in the world of the living rests 
squarely on the shoulders of those who represent them by way of descent and religious 
vocation: the chiefs and the mediums. Due to AZTREC's emphasis on the paramount 
importance of the mystical directives behind its green struggle, it follows that chiefs and 
mediums operate in close unison. They all act as ecological conscientizers and mobilizers 
of the people, but they do so in different ways. 
The mediums, as religiohistorical experts, focus more on ritually expressing the 
unity between tree planters and mystical forces, on the guardian ancestors' directives for 
conservation, and the religiopolitical history of the country, particularly the 1896 rebel-
lions and the 1966-1980 chimurenga. The chiefs, in their turn, take stock of the details of 
ecological degradation in their chiefdoms. They interact with the councilors in deter-
mining where trees re most needed and what future afforestation strategies should be 
adopted. They call on villagers, young people, and school children-the latter often 
complementing tree-planting ceremonies with programs of "green" choir singing and 
poetry recitals-to take full responsibility for seed collection and nursery and woodlot 
development, in conjunction with ZIRRCON-AZTREC. The chiefs, then, can be 
described as warlords or green guerrilla commanders concerned with practical battle 
strategies in the War of the Trees. Capitalizing on the combination of religious fervor and 
ecological resolve evoked by the mediums, the chiefs give substance to the battle cry, 
condemning deforestation and soil erosion. Inventive chiefs like Murinye of Masvingo 
District actually help coin new slogans, adding variety to an emerging vocabulary of 
commitment: Forward the War of the Trees! Down with the tree fellers! Forward the 
protection of our soil! Down with the use of sledges [causing erosion gullies]! Forward 
ZANU-PF and AZTREC! Down with the axe! Let the land-destroyers receive instruc-
tion! And so forth. 
Paramount in the conscientizing speeches of the chiefs is the theme of the barren 
earth, the rampant destruction in their own areas. Chief Gutu, for instance, regularly used 
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the AZTREC platform to denounce the desecration of the holy groves. He claims that the 
disappearance of forests on the holy mountains is the reason why, at the onset of the rainy 
season, one can no longer hear the aquatic drumbeat of the spirit world in the rivulets of 
Mount Jerimanda, once a sure sign of the country's prosperity. At one ceremony Chief 
Mukaro of Gutu South described the barren land there as follows: "We have no poles left 
for building houses, no game to hunt, no fish in the rivers to catch as they were all netted 
out." In Bikita a chief said: "If we do not produce firewood by planting trees we shall 
ultimately make fire with cattle dung. In some areas this is already happening." 
Characteristic of many of these speeches is a near fatalistic sense of desperation. 
Laments express nostalgia for past abundance, for ancestral approval manifested in 
aquatic drumbeats, dense forests, and lavish rains. But desperation does not end in 
escapism. AZTREC's tree-planting program has rekindled hopes of finding a solution 
and restoring environmental vitality. Rousing speeches counterbalance laments. These 
anticipate action and call for support: "If you people follow the instructions of the chiefs 
and mediums the land will be built afresh .... " "Plant indigenous trees and the barrenness 
of the land will cease .... " At one of the ceremonies Chief Makumbe of Gutu District 
proclaimed that once the trees were planted "the rains will abound, the mhondoro spirits 
will return and the njuzu [[please explain]] will reinhabit the pools." These words express 
environmental reform in traditional religious idiom. Chief Gutu was quite emphatic that 
all tree-panting matters should be referred to him rather than to the district administrator 
or to the police. "I am the one," he claimed publicly, "who, as Chief Gutu, control the 
zvidoma [witch familiars], the perpetrators of witchcraft in this district." Gutu's claims 
hint at the chiefs' frustration at their curtailed powers, their need for official authority to 
control more effectively the evil of wizardry (in the form of environmental destruction), 
and the expectation that through their new forum, AZTREC, they will succeed in their 
quest for increased political authority. 
The preoccupation of the mediums with the ancestors at tree-planting ceremonies, 
as illustrated in vaZarira' s ritual address quoted above, should be interpreted in terms of 
recent chimurenga history. During the war the mediums themselves were instrumental in 
the renaissance of traditional religion. Through sheer experience, therefore, they are even 
more aware than the chiefs of the mobilizing potential of this factor in rural society. 
Against the background of regional guardian ancestors achieving prominence in the spirit 
war council alongside such national hero ancestors as Kaguwi, and Nehanda, their shift 
towards national significance is affirmed in AZTREC's rituals. In the mediums' appeal 
for ancestral authorization of earthkeeping, the ancestors symbolize much more than the 
localized spirit interests of the old religion. They represent a new black identity and 
cultural awareness in which people take pride; they represent liberation from colonial 
oppression, the recent birth of a nation, as well as that nation's ambition for development 
and progress. That is why vaZarira claims that the ancestors are the land, the rain, the 
produce of the fields and the life of the people; things that, in an agricultural subsistence 
economy, spell survival or progress. 
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Despite the fact that both chiefs and mediums couch AZTREC's ecological 
objectives in the traditional idiom of the return of the mhondoro and water spirits, the 
aquatic drumbeat when the rivers are full again, and so forth, we are not dealing with an 
antiquated belief system or the nostalgic yearnings of a few traditionalists who seek 
solace in a seemingly glorious past. On the contrary, tree-planting represents a remark-
able blend of old and new, of conservative and progressive elements in Shona society. 
The mediums project and interpret ancestral inspiration in terms of modern tree-planting 
techniques. These include the fencing of woodlots, the use of pesticides-in other words, 
the use of Western equipment which, during the colonial era, would have been summarily 
rejected by the mediums. Just as they did not hesitate to combine traditional ancestral 
motivation with modern warfare to liberate the land from colonialism, so they propagate 
the ecological liberation of nature by way of modern techniques. Among other things, 
their mystical inspiration leads to conscientisation programs, in which new instruments 
are used-such as the printed word alongside oral tradition. Joint seminars are conducted, 
for instance, in which AZTREC members and government departments pool ideas and 
work towards the implementation of modern agroforestry schemes. 
Rain-making and the Protection of Water Resources 
It is only natural that ritual addresses during tree-planting ceremonies should contain 
pleas for rain, as good rains go hand in hand with AZTREC's afforestation goals. 
Mafukidzanyika, the clothing of the land, is indeed an improvised extension of the rain-
making mukwerere. In vaZarira's ritual address quoted above we observe the mukwerere 
metaphor of requesting rain to "wipe out the footprints of ritual participants." Tradition-
ally the obliteration of footprints by rain on the day of the ritual or soon afterwards-be 
they the footprints of delegations to the oracular shrines at Matonjeni (Matopo Hills) or 
those of local mukwerere participants-is interpreted as a sure sign of ancestral and 
divine approval. 
The tree-planting ritual, however, goes a step further than the mukwerere rain 
ritual. Instead of merely requesting the senior ancestors to forward a local plea to a 
seemingly remote oracular deity, as is common in rain rituals, vaZarira addresses the 
deity more directly. Using Duma traditional praise names, such as Musikavanhu and 
Zhame, God is addressed directly as an insider, one who is present at the ceremony. 
Without disregarding ancestral mediation, God's traditional remoteness is in a sense 
superseded, as if he/she is more directly in charge of AZTREC' s earthkeeping struggle 
than merely revealed via directives from the spirit war council and/or the oracular shrine. 
Nhema' s address, quoted above, though less forthright than vaZarira' s, requests rain from 
Mwari specifically for tree survival. The nurturing and protective function of the deity is 
required for the green struggle to be successful. 
AZTREC's mafukidzanyika ceremonies affirm Mwari's traditional role as 
ecological liberator, that is, as rain-giver, who periodically liberates selected regions or 
the entire country from crippling droughts. In this respect the creator-god's perceived role 
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in the third chimurenga, the green struggle, is innovatively contextualized within the age-
old traditional religious framework. 
Conversely, the green struggle revives and strengthens the institutional structure 
of the Mwari cult. Spirit mediums use AZTREC's afforestation platform to propagate and 
resuscitate the old order. On one occasion vaZarira lamented: "Where have the Matonjeni 
messengers gone?" Subsequently she stated: "Don't be disturbed when I ask for the 
return of the Matonjeni messengers. This will happen when the government realizes that 
the spirit mediums, the Matonjeni messengers and the chiefs are one in their work for the 
benefit of the land." These words reflect recognition of the importance of unity of 
purpose and cooperation between the key functionaries of the Mwari cult at the local 
district level if the holistic interplay of natural forces, earthkeepers, ancestors, and 
creator-god is to be maintained for the healing of creation. V aZarira implies that tree 
planting is futile without abundant rain and replenished water resources at the behest of 
ritually satisfied ancestors and the creator-god. 
AZTREC's recognition of the significance of the Mwari cult for its earthkeeping 
program not only results in intensified afforestation-cum-rainmaking cooperation 
between chiefs, mediums, and cult messengers at the local district level, it also leads to an 
improvised extension of the cult. At the conclusion of the season's tree-planting ceremo-
nies all over Masvingo Province, an AZTREC delegation is sent to the distant Matonjeni 
shrines to request rain for the trees planted, and to report to and consult with Mwari, the 
creator-god, on the latest developments in the green struggle. In contrast to the traditional 
district representation of cult messengers and a few praise singers at the shrines, the 
annual AZTREC delegation comprises a much larger contingent of chiefs, mediums, and 
fellow traditionalists representing an entire province. The AZTREC delegation, 
moreover, represents an institutionalized new configuration of "fighting cadres," reports 
on a different struggle from the earlier one (i.e., the bush war to regain the lost lands), 
and virtually demands that Mwari reveal another side of him/herself in response to a new 
set of liberationist requirements. 
In the course of Zimbabwe's history, national crises had imposed new forms of 
oracular intervention on the rain-giving deity at the Matopo shrines. During the 1896 
rebellions and the second chimurenga (1966-1980), the oracle had emerged increasingly 
as a deity of war and peace, a liberator god. Now the need for country-wide ecological 
reform is promoting yet another conceptual mutation of Mwari. The features and oracular 
messages of the shrine divinity have in fact always been determined by the deepest 
collective and historically conditioned needs of his/her people. Now the image evoked by 
the AZTREC delegation is that of "Mwari, the guardian of the tree planters and their 
fledgling forests," the one who ultimately directs and controls all ecological conservation, 
the liberator from environmental catastrophe (Daneel 1995a). 
After the 1989-1990 tree-planting season some sixty chiefs and mediums, a few 
cult messengers, and several ex-guerrillas visited the Dzilo shrine at Matonjeni to report 
on the planting of 165,000 trees. It was moving to observe the expectancy of chiefs as 
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they arrived for the first time at the cult center some 350 km from their home districts-a 
center whose rich tradition they knew only from their local messengers ( vanyai) and 
fellow tribespeople. Their attitudes at Matonjeni reflected awe, respect, and mystification, 
as if they were about to probe the mystery of their origins, the very heart of Africa. From 
the secret depths of the shrine cave, the rocks of the pool (mabweadziva), they were to 
hear the voice of Africa's creator-god. Their War of the Trees was to be protected by 
Mwari's life-giving rain, to be imbued with mystical significance so as to achieve 
national, if not universal significance. Psychologically this event became a turning-point 
in AZTREC's history, when the War of the Trees in all seriousness achieved divinely 
sanctioned chimurenga status. 
The scope of this paper does not permit a detailed discussion of the nature of 
oracular revelations. Suffice it to say that a wide variety of personal issues, tribal political 
matters, the preservation of customary laws, rain requests, and more recently AZTREC's 
environmental campaign come up annually for divine attention at the shrine's cave 
entrance in the deep of night. Mwari invariably responds positively to tree-planting 
reports, urges greater ecological effort, and promises guidance for the future. His/her 
protection is extended even to the movement's fund-raising drive. But the oracle does not 
prescribe detailed green battle strategies. As during the war years, the details of the actual 
struggle out in the country is taken care of by the ancestral war council-in this instance, 
the guardian ancestors of each district-while the oracle inspires perseverance as a more 
general condition for ultimate victory. 
Decidedly new in AZTREC's Matonjeni connection is the link between divine 
rain giving and afforestation. Traditionally rain requests at the shrines mainly concerned 
the pragmatic motive of good crops as well as the preservation of existing forests and 
grasslands for grazing. Now the more altruistic motive of healing a barren environment 
through afforestation projects-that is, creating new forests-adds a new dimension and 
focuses attention on a widening range of agroforestry schemes. 
Divine affirmation of our earthkeeping activities at Matonjeni, coupled with 
action by chiefs and mediums united in a common cause, undoubtedly has a psychologi-
cally motivating effect. Among other things Mwari' s involvement as rain-giver stimu-
lated greater awareness of the immense importance of protecting water resources. As a 
result AZTREC's chiefs are increasingly developing control systems to prevent river 
bank cultivation in the communal lands, while the mediums police the remaining foun-
tains, pools, and rivulets, still considered to be inhabited by the environment-friendly 
njuzu spirits, to prevent pollution. These activities reflect an emerging ethic that stigma-
tizes wanton tree felling and water pollution as a form of wizardry (uroyi), punishable by 
fines or, in extreme cases, banishment from the ward or chiefdom where the offense took 
place. This reminds one of the accusations of wizardry levelled against collaborators with 
the colonial power during chimurenga. AZTREC's dissociation from ecological destruc-
tion in this traditional idiom-which connotes in the strongest terms the perpetration of 
evil against nature and society-is a sure sign that the traditional custodians of the land 
are existentially committed to the green struggle. 
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Sacred Groves and Game Sanctuaries 
Sacred groves abound in Africa and Asia. According to a survey conducted by the World 
Resources Institute in West Africa, most sacred groves were established there centuries 
ago as dwelling places for the traditional deities and became the sites of important 
sociocultural events such as festivals, religious worship, burials, and secret society 
meetings. 
Sacred groves are usually small in size, but large in number; together, they 
constitute an unknown but significant percentage of the remaining natural 
forests in West Africa that in most cases are not officially protected. In 
some countries they may constitute the bulk of the remaining closed 
canopy forest. Sacred groves are one example of how traditional religious 
or sociocultural practices lead to environmental preservation or sound 
resource management (Dorm-Adzobu et al. 1991:23). 
The WRI study focused mainly on a one-acre sacred grove in the Malshegu area 
of northern Ghana, which beautifully illustrates how traditional religion can provide a 
key to the protection and management of local natural resources. Despite Christian 
expansion, the Malshegu community preserved their sacred forest in honor of the local 
deity, Kpalevorgu. For more than 300 years the forest was preserved through the applica-
tion of traditional ecological rules. 
The successful conservation work of the Malshegu community has made their 
grove famous throughout Ghana. Apparently government officials from Accra and other 
distinguished visitors travel to Malshegu to pay their respects to the Kpalevorgu deity. It 
is suggested that, to the extent that the Ghanaian government succeeds in involving tradi-
tional institutions in decentralized development planning and implementation, sacred 
groves can still play a pivotal role in curbing environmental abuse. 
The WRI document, however, suggests that generally in Africa ... the 
contribution of traditional religious beliefs and practices, especially at the 
local level, are neither well known nor fully recognized by governments or 
the development assistance community, and the implications for policy 
and programming are not well understood or implemented. Few national 
donor-sponsored Environmental Action Plans, Tropical Forestry Action 
Plans, Conservation Strategies or equivalent country-level planning exer-
cises specifically mention sacred groves or develop or program actions for 
improved protection (Dorm-Adzobu et al. 1991:25). 
Holy Groves in Zimbabwe 
The generalized observations of the WRI apply equally to Masvingo Province in 
Zimbabwe. There is little evidence that the numerous marambatemwa in the communal 
lands are being singled out in local government development strategies as platforms for 
the launching of religioculturally informed environmental programs. The prominence 
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given to sacred groves in our tree-planting ceremonies and the enthusiasm of the chiefs, 
headmen, and mediums to step up the protection and/or restoration of their maram-
batemwa through our earthkeeping movement presents ZIRRCON-AZTREC with a 
unique challenge. In the communal lands the remaining sacred groves indeed constitute a 
large proportion of the still remaining closed canopy forests. Many of them are much 
larger than the one-acre forest at Malshegu, which appears to be the biggest grove of its 
kind in northern Ghana. If ZIRRCON-AZTREC were to embark on a systematic program 
of surveying the marambatemwa and empowering the traditional authorities to renew 
their commitment to the protection of their sacred groves, this would be a massive stride 
forward in ecological conservation and reform, over and above the introduction of our 
"modern" marambatemwa-the newly established woodlots. 
Numerous holy groves are still to be found throughout the communal lands of 
Masvingo Province. Those situated in commercial farm areas are beyond the control of 
the tribal elders but are still remembered and considered important by them. A cursory 
glance at Gutu District shows that the politically dominant Rufura people attach greatest 
importance to such groves as Mount Oona and Mount Jerimanda, where their tribal 
progenitors lie buried. 
The largest marambatemwa in Gutu, covering an area of approximately six square 
kilometers, is Mount Rasa in the Nyamande chiefdom. This mountain has thickly wooded 
slopes, many important graves, secret hiding places containing the histories of ancient 
battles, and caves where hyena and the occasional leopard still dwell. The Rasa people 
under Headman Chagonda-----descendants of the legendary rainmaker Mai Marumbi-are 
the main keepers of this grove. In the 1960s when I was doing research in Gutu District, 
Marumbi's medium, a young man at that stage, was patrolling the forested slopes of 
Mount Rasa daily to prevent tree felling. For many days at a time he never returned to his 
homestead, reflecting his concern about the increased encroachment of wood gatherers at 
the foot of the mountain as fuelwood became scarce in the surrounding deforested areas. 
At the time Headman Chagonda's court was applying for a full chieftainship. This 
rich heritage was reflected in their strife with the Nyamande people over the mhumbi ya 
Marumbi ("possessions of Marumbi"). These possessions, it was believed, included the 
precious rain stones of the famous Rasa rain-maker, which established a special relation-
ship between Rasa and the oracular shrines at Matonjeni where the stones originated. As 
the stones were required to bolster the political claims and authority of the Chagonda 
elders and to give clout to their grove-protecting activities, the implication at that point 
was that Mwari, the creator-god, was directly empowering the local struggle against 
environmental degradation in one of his/her ancestral sanctuaries. Here one finds a possi-
ble clue to the origins of the old marambatewa laws: that they were inspired by both the 
creator-god and the guardian ancestors. If so, the rain-giving oracle's conservationist 
influence may have been stronger and geographically more widespread in the distant past 
than researchers have thus far realized or indicated. 
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Holy Groves and Wildlife 
Despite the paucity of game in the overcrowded communal lands of Masvingo Province, 
a hunting tradition still exists in rural society. Discussions with tribal elders in particular 
reveal nostalgia for the past when game abounded in their own districts, pleasure taken in 
the narration of wildlife and hunting stories, and eagerness to discuss customary hunting 
codes. Many of these codes relate to the marambatemwa, for the guardian ancestors 
dwelling there are also seen as the protectors of all game. Mystical retaliation can be 
expected if an individual hunter hunts out of season, kills indiscriminately, does not 
provide the chief with the front leg (bandauko) of the animal killed (this in recognition of 
ancestral "ownership" of game), or kills threatened species like antbears, pangolins, and 
bush babies. 
Considering the traditional religious sanction underlying all customary conserva-
tion laws and the significance of holy groves as geographical symbols of wildlife 
abundance that these laws were designed to preserve, I have no doubt that the maram-
batemwa provide ideal entry points for the reintroduction of game in the communal lands. 
I have already presented proposals to this effect to ZIRRCON-AZTREC, National Parks 
and Wildlife, World Wildlife Fund, Campfire, and other wildlife institutions. Feasibility 
studies at Mr. Rasa and a few other groves have been conducted, with a view to game 
fencing, game species to be restocked, community response and a host of related issues. 
Turning a number of marambatemwa into game sanctuaries is a scheme that has 
great appeal for tribal elders. It will differ from game farming in the commercial areas in 
that less land will be available, and hence game populations will be smaller. Yet through 
the empowerment of traditional elders and rural council members via the initiating 
agency, ZIRRCON-AZTREC, such a game restocking exercise will be essentially an 
African community enterprise, based on the reconsideration, adaptation, and implemen-
tation of traditional conservationist codes. It is conceivable, for instance, that antipoach-
ing and antisnaring measures could be effectively applied in sacred game sanctuaries 
because of the persistent belief in the mystical protection of the guardian ancestors. The 
chiefs and mediums are bound to declare imported game the "property" of the midzimu. 
If initial experimentation proves successful, one could consider the reintroduction of 
threatened species such as the klipspringer, a small antelope which should thrive in the 
mountainous terrain of holy groves. 
A scheme of this nature will complement the wildlife management program of 
Campfire. This organization has successfully introduced the principle of making rural 
district councils and the grassroots communities they represent responsible for game 
conservation and the marketing of big game in cooperation with hunting safari operators 
representing mainly overseas but also local clients. Once rural communities started 
reaping the benefits of the new system in terms of improved living conditions (schools, 
roads, clinics, etc.), acquired through their own control of hunting fee profits, peasant 
attitudes shifted markedly towards public opposition to poaching and the protection of 
game as a marketable resource. 
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Campfire's success has, however, depended largely on adequate game manage-
ment and marketing in communal lands in or near the Zambezi valley, Rwanda, and in 
Beit Bridge District, where the survival of adequate game populations has made the 
application of their policy possible. To restock game in game-fenced sanctuaries where 
human overpopulation has crowded out most game species-in other words, to create 
from scratch the conditions for game conservation, management, and eventually also 
marketing-would be a totally different ballgame, one that is bound to be more complex 
and costly to initiate and maintain. 
Nevertheless there are several reasons why the introduction of marambatemwa 
sanctuaries should be considered. First, the combination of reforestation and game 
stocking in sacred groves accords with the holistic world view still prevalent in rural 
peasant society. The religious sanction for such action should provide strong motivation 
and commitment-as evidenced by the War of the Trees-to assure success. Second, 
game stocking in communal lands where wildlife has been depleted could help reestab-
lish a form of wilderness experience of which many rural people have been deprived. 
Third, communal responsibility for such game sanctuaries could bring about an attitudi-
nal change in rural communities, from a poaching-snaring mentality caused by depriva-
tion to positive conservationism and controlled commercial enterprise. The attitudinal 
change already effected by Campfire as regards the value and protection of wildlife can 
be extended into regions where this organization has not yet operated. The conscious 
reinterpretation of traditional ecology and hunting laws and the attempt to build on those 
foundations will, moreover, give such a wildlife enterprise recognizable cultural roots. 
This undoubtedly will have the advantage of promoting authentic popular concern about 
wildlife and in the process enhance the status of those chiefs, mediums, councilors, and 
others responsible for project implementation. Fourth, the proposed system could become 
a significant part of the process of balancing privileged, elitist, and Western-sponsored 
wildlife conservation with Western-backed yet Africanized collective and grassroots 
controlled endeavor. Fifth, properly planned culling, meat marketing, and hunting could 
in the long run offset capital costs and maintenance as sanctuary game sanctuaries could 
also become valuable conscientization centers for the youth of surrounding schools. 
Against the background of existing youth involvement in the War of the Trees, youth 
clubs for environmental care could be introduced. Modest African-style conference 
centers at the larger game sanctuaries could accommodate youth clubs, whose weekend 
programs should include ecological education, instruction in bushcraft, antipoaching 
exercises, tree and wildlife identification hikes, visits to places of cultural and historical 
significance within the sanctuaries (such as Bushman paintings, ancestral shrines, caves 
used as hideouts during Ndebele raids and the liberation struggle). In this way the earth-
keepers and wildlife custodians of tomorrow, who are being deprived of such opportu-
nities in the crowded communal lands, can face the challenge of preserving and rebuild-
ing their environmental heritage within the religiocultural context of their forefathers. 
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Traditional Religion and Environmental Strategies for Africa 
Considered in global perspective the case study presented above appears to contribute but 
a drop in the ocean. Planting a few million trees, combating the pollution of water 
resources and planning grassroots wildlife management in an obscure rural comer of 
Africa pale into significance in the light of the enormity of the environmental problems 
facing our planet. An assessment of ZIRRCON-AZTREC's contribution therefore 
requires modesty and humility. Nevertheless, in terms of local ecological opportunity in 
Zimbabwe and in terms of a contextualized earthkeeping ministry driven by an authentic 
African religion and cosmology, a significant model has been created-a model that has 
already given rise to the formation of an institute similar to ZIRRCON, called Faith and 
Earthkeeping, at the University of South Africa, Pretoria, andthat could well be applied in 
environmental reform programs elsewhere in Africa. 
Through the institutionalization of ZIRRCON a relatively stable organization was 
created that activates, finances, and empowers grassroots conservationist endeavor. The 
scale of such endeavor, its persistence and continuity, and the wide scope of earthkeeping 
opportunities in rural society remain unprecedented in Zimbabwe. It is no mean achieve-
ment to fire the imagination of scores of chiefs and mediums and to be party to their 
absorption in demanding religio-ecological activities over length of time. Nor can we 
ignore the accomplishment of ecumenically uniting 130 African independent churches in 
a challenging earthkeeping ministry with far-reaching eco-eclesiastical, liturgical, and 
theological implications (Daneel 1993). As a green movement that comprises both tradi-
tionalist and Christian components, one of ZIRRCON's most important achievements is 
the breakthrough in rural attitudes of fatalism and lethargy regarding a seemingly hope-
less situation of environmental degradation. Numerous participant peasants now believe 
that they can effectively curb deforestation, that they still have a future on the land as 
subsistence farmers, and that they somehow are in the process of obtaining a more 
meaningful grip on their destiny. By way of large-scale mobilization and the creation of 
regular rallying points where earthkeepers can meet and plan their War of the Trees 
together, a sense of unity, strength, and competence is being created in the struggle 
against the common enemy of earth destruction. 
In conclusion I shall briefly highlight a few features of AZTREC's work which 
are worthy of note both for the local environmental situation and further afield in Africa. 
Traditional Religion as Activating Force in Earthkeeping 
Ecologists, theologians, and philosophers increasingly emphasize the significance of 
religion in humanity's encounter with the current global ecological crisis. Leonardo Boff, 
a Latin American liberation theologian, convincingly insists that "the spiritual orientation 
of relations with reality as a whole, especially when faced with the ecological crisis, is 
becoming an imperative" (Boff, 1993:63). 
For religion the world is not definitively lost. It is possible to recover it 
and to bring it to maturity. To die is not only to close one's eyes; it also 
means closing one's eyes to see better. There will be brotherhood and 
sisterhood between humanity and nature, a lasting communion between 
men and woman, and a fusional encounter between God and humankind 
(Boff, 1993:60). 
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Bott could have written these words specifically for the kind of religious earth-
care manifest in AZTREC. For, it is through the eyes of the ancestral guardians of the 
land and in communion with the creator-god of Zimbabwe, Mwari, that the travail of 
nature is seen and felt better by the living, that the interwovenness of all creation is 
understood and ritually enacted as tree seedlings are entrusted to the barren soil. Boff, 
moreover, would have endorsed this African fusional encounter between God, ancestors, 
living humans, and the mute members of society: the animals, trees, grasses, and plants. 
For, despite his basic Christian theological orientation, he considers all religion 
ecologically significant. 
There is nothing more appropriate to an ecological mentality than to 
realize that mystery is involved in everything, shines in everything, and 
sustains everything. There is no one way and one door leading to God. 
That is a western illusion, especially of the Christian church. So that we 
may one day experience the mystery that we call God, everything is a way 
and all living creatures are sacraments and gates to a meeting with God . 
(Boff, 1996:43). 
Similar views are gaining currency among ecotheologians world wide. During 
major events such as the Assisi convention and the Rio Earth-summit representatives of 
the so-called World Religions-i.e., Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, and Islam-
attend, and discussions focus on interfaith dialogue and cooperation in earthkeeping. The 
problem, however, is that representatives of the "primal" or "indigenous" religions of 
two-thirds of the world are either absent on such occasions, or that these religions receive 
insufficient exposure for their potential as vehicles of ecological reform to be fully 
recognized. Ecoreligious activity, moreover, tends to manifest in conferences, well 
intended summit statements, and the production of conscientizing literature rather than in 
sustained environmental programs in the field. 
It is in the light of this that our case study acquires significance. AZTREC clearly 
illustrates the ability of African elders to appropriate and revitalize Africa's age-old 
religious beliefs, value, and rituals in a modem program of environmental reform. It 
appears that where the authority of the traditional custodians of the land, in this instance 
the chiefs and mediums, is still relatively intact in African rural society-and where the 
old beliefs and cosmology prevail-they are capable, once motivated and empowered, of 
mobilizing that society in large-scale and lasting environmental programs. The appro-
priation of traditional beliefs and rituals, as we have seen, is based on Africa's own 
version of holism, but amounts to much more than a mere reversion to or revival of the 
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old religious and cultural order. Traditional religion in a sense features both as active 
agent and as recipient in the processes of change triggered by the War of the Trees. The 
spirit guardians of the land are now conceived of as not only insisting on the maintenance 
of customary laws to preserve the holy groves, but as urging a much more aggressive and 
geographically extensive process of healing and clothing the barren land. 
What then are the basic religious dynamics of building on old foundations yet 
introducing innovative change? The two most obvious examples are the following: 
First, the mafukidzanyika tree-planting ceremonies are modelled on the 
mukwerere rain rituals in their dependence on the guardian ancestors of the land. Yet the 
ancestral demands have changed considerably in that the right-mindedness they require 
from their living descendants for their mediation of abundant rains and good crops 
involves much more than the original respect and veneration symbolized by libations and 
ritual addresses. In the new ritual context they in fact require the living to create the very 
conditions for good rainy seasons, namely ample vegetation achieved through the 
reafforestation for which they are being petitioned. This is an entirely novel notion in a 
belief system that traditionally required only the conservation or protection of existing 
abundance, which nature could keep regenerating before the problems of overpopulation, 
land pressure, and deforestation got out of hand. African rural society's growing corpus 
of knowledge, acquired through modem education, about ozone depletion, the hothouse 
effect of deforestation, and its possible impact on climatic cycles is being meaningfully 
related to the cosmic order, which is still kept in balance through mystical sanction and 
appropriately ritualized human response: 
Second, even the mystical spirit world appears to be regrouping to accommodate 
the ecological struggle. As in the war years, the senior guardian ancestors of chiefdoms 
and districts are banding together in the spirit war council (dare rechimurenga), presided 
over by Mwari, the creator-god. Such change is evident in the more comprehensive 
representation of spirit hierarchies during tree-planting ceremonies, where the parochial 
ward and/or chieftancy interests reflected in mukwerere rain rituals acquire new signifi-
cance in a regional and national perspective. Mwari somehow gives ecological directives 
as an insider, as opposed to the traditional image of a remote creator beyond and behind 
the ancestral world. The ritual addresses at mafukidzanyika ceremonies, which assume 
Mwari's pervasive presence, and the annual visits of AZTREC chiefs and mediums to the 
oracular shrines underscore this trend. Ritual improvisations of this nature should not, 
however, be interpreted as supplanting or superseding the old order. They are creative 
variations, involving human agency but originally inspired and legitimized by the spirit 
world itself. As such they strengthen, enrich, and extend the old religious order, illustrat-
ing in the process versatility in self-interpretation and adaptation to modem circumstance 
rather than stagnating in historical introspection and irrelevance. 
The urgency of defining and implementing a new environmental ethic is 
mentioned in virtually all publications on religion and ecology. Characteristic is the quest 
for an ethos of compassion in which harmony prevails, an ethos that seeks to replace 
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human domination and exploitation of nature with respect and responsible stewardship in 
relation to all creation Boff argues that the dominant utilitarian and anthropocentric ethics 
of present-day society should make way for a new ethical order with a different focus. 
This should be ecocentric and should seek the equilibrium of the earthy 
community. Its basic task is to reconstruct the broken alliance between 
humankind and nature, the alliance between the individual and people, so 
that henceforth they may be joined in brotherhood and sisterhood, justice 
and solidarity (1993:29, 30). 
These sentiments and objectives are also at the core of AZTREC' s ethical code. 
The utilitarian dimension in tree-planting----e.g. planting hardwood kiaat and mahogany 
trees for long-term commercial purposes, eucalyptus for construction and firewood 
purposes, lucaena for livestock fodder, etc.----cannot be denied. Yet the basic drive under 
the tutelage of ancestors who care about nature and a divinity whose oracular 
pronouncements have always stood in the sign of socioecological justice, is undeniably 
altruistic in nature. In the repeated ritual affirmation of communion and solidarity 
between the living, the living dead, and the divine, the sanctity of nature as integral part 
of such communion is endorsed and elevated. AZTREC's earthkeeping activities extend 
the traditional perceptions of holistic holiness. To the chief and medium the concept of 
marambatemwa is widened in that the holiness of specific trees, rivulets, fountains, and 
wildlife in the immediate vicinity of the graves of the tribe's founding ancestors increas-
ingly applies to the world of the entire chiefdom, the entire district, the nation, and 
beyond. As the elders and fellow traditionalists repeatedly travel to chieftancies and 
districts other than their own to participate in earthkeeping activities, their respect for and 
responsibility towards nature broadens and deepens. The ethic thus achieved is forged in 
action through group consensus and growing commitment rather than being the product 
of abstract individual reflection and formulation. It is also an ethic inspired by an experi-
ence of wonder at the mysterious presence of the creator-god in nature, an ethic 
celebrated over and over again in the new brother/sisterhood of earthkeepers. Celebration 
in this instance symbolizes the recognition and acceptance of both human responsibility 
towards creation and the divine sanction and imperative behind it. 
The will of traditional authorities in AZTREC to implement the new green code 
of proper conduct and to discipline environmental offenders surfaces in the stigmatizing 
of willful trespassers as varoyi venyika, the wizards (i.e., destroyers) of the land. The 
determination to curb environmental wizardry is implicit in the claims of Chief Gutu that 
he as chief should by rights have the power to determine what happens to the varoyi in 
his chiefdom. Customary law has always allowed the well-being of people and the 
harmony in society. Likewise, by branding wanton tree-fellers, cultivators of river banks, 
and those who cause erosion gullies through the use of sledges as varoyi, a situation is 
being created in which punitive measures can be taken against transgressors of the 
emergent ethos. 
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Significantly, however, the use of this idiom does not lead to the radical scape-
goating and discrimination against individuals that often marked the old system of witch-
craft accusation and its punitive measures of ostracism or execution. Accusation of 
ecological uroyi by members of AZTREC indeed represents the most serious form of 
repudiation and reflects the will within the movement to be party to a new dispensation of 
earthcare. Yet such accusations are somehow cushioned by the group realization that 
virtually everyone shares in the guilt of having contributed towards the current environ-
mental malaise-as vaZarira' s confession to the ancestors on behalf of the entire 
community illustrates. Hence, an inculturated ethic is taking shape that uses yet trans-
forms customary mores sufficiently to accommodate a modem War of the Trees. 
The Theme of Liberation 
To the extent that AZTREC harnesses the liberationalist tradition in peasant society of 
chimurenga and once again calls on the unifying powers of the traditional spirit world, 
this time for the liberation and/or salvation of all creation, it is instrumental in the devel-
opment of a traditional religious theology of liberation in its own right. Attempts to heal 
the earth from an ideological and religious platform that pays tribute to the national and 
regional ancestors, the Mwari cult, and the war heroes who fought colonial oppression, 
and in so doing create new opportunities for heroic exploits in the green struggle, explain 
to some extent the fascination and commitment that have characterized the attitudes of 
AZTREC's green fighters. For involvement in the struggle is not only about greening a 
barren countryside. It also incorporates a quality of being for the earthkeepers, their 
liberation from obscurity in a remote part of Zimbabwe, their liberation unto dignity and 
pride as they contribute to something of regional and national import, their overcoming of 
marginality and futility as news media repeatedly report on their work, and their libera-
tion from the hopelessness of poverty as salaried nursery-keepers and budding woodlots 
revive at least some hope for a better future. Thus earthkeeping to many participants in 
peasant society involves the revival and reshaping of the soul of Africa as the dehuman-
izing shackles of decades of oppressive colonialism and its corollary, namely the 
desecration of nature, are shaken off or at least attacked in an attempt to achieve holistic 
healing for both humankind and nature. 
Even if this traditional theology of liberation remains largely unwritten, the 
mafukidzanyika ceremonies provide tribal elders and war veterans with an ideal opportu-
nity to repeatedly recount their chimurenga experiences and to draw on the religious 
motivation of the war to inspire ecological action. In the repetition, war stories tend to 
become myths, myths that underscore mystical intervention and empowerment for all 
liberative action. Included in such narration are the accounts of cult messengers carrying 
the oracular endorsement of the struggle from the Matopo shrines through enemy lines to 
the guerrilla fighters in the field (Daneel 1995b:Ch. 5). Attention is also paid to the 
ancestral protection of fighters in combat and to the cleansing role played at the time by 
spirit mediums on behalf of the ancestral war council in the purge of society from traitors 
to the cause. 
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Cde Chinovuriri, the first AZTREC president, specialized in war history. On 
occasion he got carried away describing the Rhodesian air attack on the ZANLA camp at 
Chimoio in Mozambique as follows: 
The preparations for defense against enemy attack were made according to 
the directives of the spirit mediums. We were ready for them. So many 
aircraft were shot down in the attack that Samora Machel could build a big 
township from aeroplane spares alone. Among the aircraft shot down were 
three Mirages .... 
Informed historical accounts do not confirm such a loss of aircraft. They rather record a 
crushing defeat, in military terms, of the ZANLA camp. Chiovuriri's account, however, 
turned a devastating experience into a powerful myth of ancestral intervention, capable of 
informing and inspiring earthkeeping ventures in rural society for years to come. 
Inte,faith Dialogue and Cooperation 
Because of their traditional religious knowledge and responsibilities, the chiefs and 
mediums are turning out to be active agents of interfaith dialogue (Daneel 1994:444ff.). 
As the traditionalist counterparts of the African independent church bishops and 
prophets-represented by the AAEC-they provide valuable ideas and proposals about 
the role of traditional world views, beliefs, rituals, and customary ecological laws in a 
process of joint orientation about religious motivation for environmental reform. The 
chiefs in particular, many of whom are Christians as well as ex-officio traditionalists, 
contribute towards the overcoming of religious bias and the promotion of a spirit of 
tolerance in the green struggle. Though their presence at AAEC treeplanting eucharists 
the chiefs, for instance, cause ancestral involvement in territorial demarcation and related 
ecological issues to surface. Consequently the role of the Holy Spirit, focal in the 
eucharist, is related more positively to the ancestral world than Zionists and Apostles 
generally and doctrinally allow for. Instead of the guardian ancestors of the land being 
branded as "demons," fit only to be exorcised or dissociated from by Christian prophets, 
a certain reverence for them is observed by both traditionalist and Christian tree planters 
in the church's ritual context. Their protection of nature is more readily identified with 
the biblical code of Christian stewardship. Their relevance for earthkeeping is acknow-
ledged by both parties in the respect shown the chiefs in the tree-planting context. 
Religiously based disputes also arise. In the discussions about converting the Rasa 
marambatemwa into a game sanctuary, some spirit mediums, for instance, were adamant 
that the proposed game fencing would antagonize the ancestors in the mountain. They 
were convinced that the midzimu would consider a game fence as obstructing their 
passage from their graves to the surrounding villages where they wished to visit their 
living descendants. The Zionist prophets, in tum, favored a game fence, provided they 
could still be permitted entry from time to time for purposes of fasting and prayer on the 
mountain. The significant point, however, is that whether they agree or disagree, the 
spirit mediums and Christian prophets regularly find themselves cooperating in joint 
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ventures and discussing religio-ecological issues of common interest. From a vantage 
point of personal friendships and being more directly familiarized with each others' 
religious convictions, dialogue and interaction obtain meaning and mutual enrichment as 
a welcome substitute to conflict and polarization. 
One of the highlights of the development of new patterns of dialogue through 
earthkeeping is the accompaniment of chiefs and mediums by prominent AAEC leaders 
to the high-god cult shrines at Matonjeni during AZTREC's annual pilgrimage there. Due 
to previous conflicts between the Mwari cult and spirit-type AIC leaders, especially 
Bishop Samuel Mutendi, regarding rainmaking and tribal political allegiance during the 
rise of Independentism in Zimbabwe (Daneel 1970:61-71), it is quite unusual to find 
Zionist earthkeepers visiting Matonjeni where they witness oracular sessions, spend time 
with the cult priests and priestesses, and discuss religious and rainmaking issues. This is 
all the more remarkable if one considers the disparate views of cultists and Zionists. The 
former, for example, consider the Christ-figure as the white peoples' mhondoro 
(founding tribal ancestor), of the same status as the Shona hero ancestors Chaminuka, 
Nehanda, and Kaguwi. The Zionists, in turn pay allegiance to Christ as the unique and 
only savior of all creation. Nevertheless, these stark contrasts obtain a humane face where 
Mwari the creator, seen through the lens of Matonjeni or the Bible, commands a War of 
the Trees that breaks through the man-made barriers of religious dogmatism and judge-
mentalism. 
The model of earthkeeping described above is certainly worthy of consideration 
for the development of tradition-related environmental strategies elsewhere in Africa. I 
am not suggesting that the exact same model be applied in other countries. Differences in 
histories, religious and cultural background, land legislation, and environmental require-
ments will obviously necessitate considerable improvisation and reinvention. What the 
AZTREC experience does highlight, however, is that traditional authorities are capable of 
harnessing traditional beliefs and cosmologies to mobilize their people into lasting 
ecological endeavor. In doing so AZTREC has achieved what the Forestry Commission 
of Zimbabwe, by its own admission, has not been able to do, despite its financial 
resources, salaried manpower, and other advantages. 
Finally, the ZIRRCON experiment has illustrated the significance of empowering 
rural grassroots society in environmental reform. Such empowerment has meant that key 
figures in rural society, people of diverse religious persuasions, can relate to government 
and academic experts in the ecological field from a platform of strength and their widely 
recognized identity. This experience suggests that the development of an African 
environmental forum of continental magnitude-an African Earthkeepers' Union-could 
well merit consideration. Such a forum should in the first place have extensive represen-
tation of key figures from the grassroots or peasant society: chiefs, mediums, AIC 
bishops, prophets, village commoners, and so forth-the people who actually implement 
and are dependent on earthkeeping projects, those who are invariable absent from 
academic or government-initiated ecological conferences. A people's forum, hosting 
primarily grassroots representatives from various African countries, could promote and 
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report on earthkeeping models continent-wide, such as those developed by ZIRRCON in 
Zimbabwe and the womens' Green Belt movement in Kenya. It could assess and try to 
influence government policies for the protection of natural resources and related 
environmental issues. And it could engage in a number of large-scale projects such as the 
preservation of wilderness areas in the Zambezi valley, large-scale afforestation in the 
Sahel countries and the reclamation of denuded lands bordering the Kruger National Park 
in South Africa. The premise of all African Earthkeepers' Union endeavors should be that 
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Glossary of Acronyms and Shona Terms Used in the Text 
AAEC Association of African Earthkeeping Churches 
AZTREC Association of Zimbabwean Traditional Ecologists 
Cde Comrade 
chimurenga the liberation war 
dare court, council 
dare rechimurenga ancestral war council 
mabweadziva "rocks of the pool," popular designation of the oracular 
High God cult shrine 
mafukidzanyika "earth-clothing" ceremonies 
marabatemwa sacred groves (lit., "refusal to fell the trees") 
mhondoro senior tribal spirit 
midzimu ancestral spirits (sing., mudzimu) 
mukwerere traditional rain ritual 
nganga traditional healer 
njuzu water spirit; alien shavi-type spirit 
pungwe night vigil 
uroyi wizardry 
vanyai cult messengers (sing., munyai) 
varidizi venyika "guardians of the land," senior tribal ancestors 
varoyi wizards (sing., muroyi) 
varoyi venyika the wizards (i.e., destroyers) of the land 
ZANLA Zimbabwe African Nationalist Liberation Army 
ZANU Zimbabwe African National Union 
ZIRRCON Zimbabwean Institute of Religious Research and 
Ecological Conservation 
zvidoma witch familiars 
